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ABSTRACT

Thermal annealing was initially introduced for multiplexing purposes, since it can induce a permanent negative Bragg wavelength shift for polymer fibre grating sensors. At a later stage, it is shown that annealing can also provide additional benefits, such as strain and humidity sensitivity enhancement and augmented temperature operational range. In this paper, we report additional usage of thermal annealing on PMMA fibre Bragg grating sensors. We show the possibility to tune Bragg wavelengths to longer wavelengths permanently by stretching the polymer optical fibre during the thermal annealing process. An array of sensors fabricated with only one phase-mask, demonstrates the concept by having Bragg wavelengths below and above the original inscribed spectral position. In addition, we report that thermal annealing can be also used to enhance the performance of sensors when used for stress and force monitoring.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Polymer optical fibres (POFs) have higher flexibility in bending, higher fracture toughness and higher failure strain compared with their silica counterparts1. The lower Young modulus of polymers renders POF Bragg grating (POFBG) sensors to have enhanced sensitivity when used in stress2 and pressure3 monitoring applications. The large thermo-optic coefficient of most polymers can also provide higher temperature sensitivity compared with the silica-based Bragg grating sensors4. Furthermore, some polymers are hydrophilic; therefore, POFBGs can be effectively used for humidity measurements5. Besides the advantages, the POF technology is not mature enough yet; it has some drawbacks, such as high optical attenuation and complicated photosensitivity mechanisms involved during POFBG inscription procedures1. In addition, the anisotropic structure of the drawn fibre to a degree that depends on the magnitude of the fibre drawing stress and the visco-elastic nature of polymers that causes hysteresis and creep effects when POF is under mechanical cycling loading can be also considered as disadvantages1.

POF thermal annealing was utilised to reduce hysteresis effects6, enhance humidity7 and strain8 sensitivity, increased temperature monitoring operational range5, recover and increase the reflectivity of POFBGs9. The annealing process was first introduced for POFBG multiplexing purposes10, using only one phase-mask to record multiple Bragg gratings. Due to the tendency of the anisotropically drawn polymer fibre to physically shrink in length when heated above the β-transition temperature, thermal annealing can be used to shift Bragg wavelengths to shorter wavelengths permanently. The rate of fibre shrinkage depends on the annealing conditions (duration, temperature and humidity), chemical composition of polymer material, and thermal processing history, including the POF drawing conditions12. Climatic-controlled chambers are usually used to anneal the POFs with pre-defined annealing conditions (temperature and humidity) and the process takes between few hours and several days8,10. Recently, a simpler and cost-effective
annealing method was demonstrated, in which the POFs were annealed in heated water (100% humidity) for few seconds up to few minutes\textsuperscript{13}.

2. MULTIPLEXING

In all reported annealing experiments, the POFs were loose without any external force being applied on them during the thermal annealing process. Without applying any external force during the annealing process, the POFBGs shrink in length and the Bragg wavelength permanently shift to shorter wavelengths. Thus, the multiplexing of sensors is feasible only at wavelengths below the original spectral position of Bragg grating. The permanent shifting can be an issue in cases where annealing is used for purposes other than multiplexing and the Bragg wavelength is desired to be kept at its original spectral position. There is no method reported until now to permanently tune the Bragg wavelength to longer wavelengths. In this paper, we report a novel annealing method, which utilizes the fibre axial strain during the annealing process to tune the Bragg wavelength at any desirable spectral position over a spectral range that extends above the recorded Bragg wavelength. The same experiments were performed by two different research groups to prove the concept: the POFBGs were placed in heated water for annealing and the POFs were kept stretched during the process. The POFBG were fabricated with the phase-mask technique using a 325-nm He-Cd (Kimmon IK3301R-G) and 248-nm KrF (Coherent Bragg Star Industrial-LN) in a single-mode PMMA microstructured fibre, having a core doped with benzyl-dimethyl-ketal for photosensitivity enhancement\textsuperscript{14}. The diameter of POF is 130 \mu m and the core size is 8 \mu m. The \beta-transition temperature of PMMA is approximately at 50 ± 5 °C and above that temperature, the molecules start to become mobilised\textsuperscript{15}. The POF was placed in a tank filled with water which was heated up to 80 °C. The fibre was strained using a translation stage. More details about the annealing methodology and the experimental setup can be found in reference\textsuperscript{16}.

Figure 1(a) shows the red shifting of 2 POFBG performed by research group 1 and group 2. Results show that the new Bragg wavelength spectral position depends on the applied fibre strain and that fibre stretching is an important parameter to consider during the annealing process, since it determines the direction and degree of Bragg wavelength shifting. Figure 1(b) depicts an array of 5 POFBGs along the same fibre piece. The 5 POFBGs were inscribed with the same phase-mask (period of 568 nm) and the Bragg wavelength was centred at 844.2 nm. Each POFBG was annealed with a different strain percentage: the first POFBG was annealed without applying any fibre strain and it was tuned from 844.2 nm to 837.0 nm. The second POFBG was not annealed, so it remained at its original spectral position (844.1 nm). The third, fourth, and fifth POFBG were annealed with 0.65\%, 1.3\% and 2.3\% strain, respectively. Therefore, their Bragg wavelengths were tuned from 844.2 nm to 847.7 nm, 854.9 nm, and 866.5 nm, respectively. In conclusion, Figure 1(b) demonstrates the ability to tune the Bragg wavelengths to any desirable spectral position (negative or positive wavelength tuning) by appropriately selecting the degree of fibre strain during the annealing process.

![Figure 1: (a) Bragg wavelength shift before and after annealing with 1% and 2% strain, (b) Array of 5 POFBGs](image-url)
3. STRESS AND FORCE SENSITIVITY ENHANCEMENT

A thermal annealing has been applied to POF Bragg grating sensors in order to investigate their influence on stress and force sensitivity. First, the Bragg grating sensors were photo-inscribed in a single-mode PMMA optical fibre using the phase-mask technique. Then, each sensor was characterised with respect to its strain, stress, and force sensitivity, as described in reference\textsuperscript{13}. After POFs were thermally annealed in a container filled with hot water. More details about the annealing methodology can be found in reference\textsuperscript{13}. After the annealing, the sensitivities of the POFBG sensors were characterised again and were compared with the pre-annealing sensitivities. Results show that the thermal annealing can enhance not only the strain sensitivity of POF Bragg grating sensors as already reported in the literature\textsuperscript{8}, but also the stress and force sensitivities, as depicted in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b), respectively.

![Graph showing stress sensitivity before and after annealing](image1)

![Graph showing force sensitivity before and after annealing](image2)

Figure 2: (a) Stress sensitivity before and after annealing, (b) Force sensitivity before and after annealing

The explanation for the stress and force sensitivity enhancement is the following. During the drawing process, highly oriented polymer sections are produced\textsuperscript{15} and the stretched elastomers that have cooled down have less mobile chains than in the bulk material. Heating the polymer above the $\beta$-transition temperature in the absence of any external force acting on the polymer material allows each molecule chain to relax towards its equilibrium state, becoming highly amorphous again by reorganizing its conformation\textsuperscript{18}. This molecular rearrangement removes the residual internal stress and as a result the elasticity of the material increases, which leads to sensitivity enhancement for the fibre-based sensors.

4. CONCLUSION

Thermal annealing can be utilised for multiplexing purposes as proposed in this paper. Controlling the fibre strain during the annealing process is an important parameter to consider when tuning Bragg wavelengths to shorter or longer wavelengths. Note that the annealing methodology presented in this paper cannot be applied in cases where the POFBGs are very close to each other physically. It would require a very confined heated region in order to not affect the adjacent grating structure. Note also that stretching the POFBG for tuning to longer wavelengths could possibly lead to higher internal stress. Therefore, the effects of the proposed annealing methodology on mechanical properties of POF should be investigated in future experiments. On the other hand, thermal annealing can be used to increase stress and force sensitivity according the application requirements, if the POFBGs are annealed without any applied fibre stress. The reason for the sensitivity enhancement is probably due to the molecular relaxation of the material, when the POF is exposed above the $\beta$-transition temperature. It is clear that a proper thermal annealing regime should be established before sensors are used in applications requiring optimised, long term, stable operation.
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